Multi-talker variability has been found to be very effective in the perception and production training of nonnative sound categories in the past few decades. The phonetic training paradigms were mostly explicit learning in which learners received feedback of the categories when exposed to the training stimuli. More recently, studies have started to investigate how auditory categories are learned by adults incidentally during unsupervised training-a simulation of sound category learning in a natural environment without any experimenter-provided feedback. The stimuli used in incidental learning were mostly re-synthesized nonspeech sound categories due to the ease of manipulating the variance of different acoustic dimensions. Very few studies examined the effect of talker variability on incidental learning of novel speech categories. This study investigated whether American adults without any tone language experience can learn Mandarin Chinese lexical tones incidentally by playing a video game. We also examined the effects of carefully manipulated variability of the re-synthesized stimuli and the natural variability of multitalkers on lexical tone category learning. In addition to tone discrimination and identification, we also examined the participants' cue-weighting change after the incidental learning. The result showed that novel speech categories, lexical tones in this case, can be learned incidentally. The results also showed that multi-talker stimuli not only led to better generalization for the identification of tones in stimuli not present in the training but also made learners have a more nativelike cue-weighting in tone perception. The results suggest that the manipulation of variance on significant acoustic dimensions such as pitch direction and height may not be as robust as talker variability in terms of learning lexical tones when incidental learning occurred.
Introduction
In the study of nonnative/L2 sound categorization, non-native speakers do not always perceive L2 sound categories in the same way as the native speakers do. For example, Japanese speakers depend primarily on F2 rather than F3 for distinguishing English /r/ and /l/ whereas English speakers depend primarily on F3 for the /r/ and /l/ distinction [1] . For tone perception, American English speakers depend more on pitch height (average pitch) whereas native speakers of Mandarin Chinese depend more on pitch direction [2] . Based on these cross-linguistic perception studies, researchers developed phonetic training paradigms that aimed at training L2 learners to have more nativelike perception (e.g., [3] , [4] , [5] ).This body of research has shown evidence of plasticity in the adult system to support non-native sound category learning even though the system is not as flexible as in earlier development [6] . As learners' L2 sound categorization improved, they learned to discriminate and perceptually weigh linguistically significant acoustic dimensions and to generalize across within-category acoustic variability in speech [7] . Different methods have been used to train learners to weigh more on linguistically relevant acoustic (see [7] for an overview). [8] found that by manipulating the variance on different acoustic dimensions, it is possible to shift listeners' cue-weighting from one acoustic dimension to another within a relatively short training period. The method of variance manipulation had been applied to the training of Japanese listeners' perception of L2 English /r/ and /l/ [9] . The result showed that making the variance on F2 larger than the one on F3 helped Japanese speakers shift cue-weights towards F3, which is the primary acoustic cue native English speakers use for the /r/ and /l/ distinction. With more cue-weighting shifted towards F3, the participants' identification of /r/ and /l/ also significantly improved.
Another important finding in the previous studies on sound category training, especially lexical tone training ( [5] , [10] ) is that multi-talker stimuli are effective in terms of improving lexical tone categorization. Multi-talker training can also make learners' cue-weighting shift more towards pitch direction, the acoustic cue native Chinese speakers primarily rely on in tone perception [11] . If we take into account of the training paradigm, however, both manipulated variance and multi-talker variability have only been shown to be effective in the context of explicit learning. It is unclear whether they have the same effectiveness in an implicit learning environment.
There is growing evidence that overt and incidental learning paradigms draw upon neural substrates with distinctive computational specialties (e.g., [12] , [13] ). Based on the hypothesis of the reflexive and reflective learning model, [14] found that immediate and minimal feedback produced better perceptual learning of Mandarin lexical tones than the training with delayed and full feedback, suggesting different types of feedback trigger different neural learning mechanisms for tone categorization.
In the current study, we attempt to fill a research gap by investigating whether manipulated variance and talker variability are still effective for the perceptual learning of Mandarin tones in the context of incidental learning. An incidental learning involves no instructions to search for category-diagnostic dimensions, no overt category decisions, and no explicit categorization-performance feedback. Learners' goals and attention are not directed to sound categorization. However, participants quickly learn the sound categories and generalize to novel exemplars [15] . We examined both the tone categorization performance and the cue-weighting on pitch direction and pitch height before and after the training. 
Incidental Learning-Video Game Playing
To create an incidental learning environment, we designed a video game and embedded the training of Mandarin lexical tones in the video game. Participants did not necessarily need to pay attention to the lexical tones. But being able to detect these tones can help them improve their video game performance.
Animal feeding video game
We created a video game in a 2D space. In the game, the participants needed to select the correct food to feed four different animals. There were four animals-1) cat; 2) monkey; 3) dog; and 4) rabbit. The animals' favorite food items were shown at the top of the screen-1) fish; 2) banana; 3) bone; and 4) carrot. The animal appeared one at a time and ran across the computer screen. Each animal was associated with a specific lexical tone: cat-T1; monkey-T2; dog-T3; rabbit-T4. For each lexical tone, there were 72 exemplars/tokens. During each trial, an exemplar of a lexical tone was randomly selected and played repeatedly to the participant together with the appearance of the animal. At the beginning, the animals were clearly visible, as shown in Fig.1 . As the game progressed, it became more and more difficult to identify the animal visually, as shown in Fig.2 . To make it difficult to identify the animals visually, we only showed part of the animal (e.g., only the head) in a vehicle. We used 7 different speed levels. The higher the game level, the faster the animal moved across the screen. The lexical tone information was available auditorily throughout the game. In other words, at the beginning levels of the game, players could simply depend on the visual information to feed the animal the correct food; for later levels, however, the players needed to rely more on the auditory information to identify the animal and feed it. The participants needed to use their left hand to press keys 1, 2, 3 and 4 to choose the food. The selected food was highlighted. Then the participants needed to use their right hand to move the mouse over the running animal and left click to feed it.
In order to track the individual differences when playing of the game, each participant's correct and incorrect responses were recorded for each level of the game. In the training period, each participant played the video game for 4 sessions, each of which lasted 30 mins except the last session, which lasted 15 mins because the participants needed to do post training tone discrimination and identification tasks. This video game training paradigm was an implicit learning of lexical tone in nature as no explicit feedback or information about the tones was provided to the participants during the game.
Experiments
Using this video game, we conducted two experiments that used variance manipulated and multi-talker training stimuli for native English speakers without any tone language experience to learn L2 Chinese tone categories. In addition, a native and a non-native control conditions were included as well. The participants did two AX discrimination tasks before and after the training. The participants also did a word/tone identification task after the training.
Participants
For naï ve listeners, there were one control condition and two training conditions. Ten participants were recruited and tested for each condition. None of the participants learned any tone languages before. We also tried to recruit participants who had as little formal music training as possible.
Experiment 1a-Native control
Experiment 1a aimed to examine native speakers' cueweighting of different acoustic cues for lexical tone perception. Ten native speakers of Mandarin Chinese were recruited. However, they did not participate in any training. They did a single time tone discrimination task and we used INDSCAL [17] to calculate their cue-weightings based on their discrimination result.
Experiment 1b-Non-native control
Experiment 1b aimed to establish a baseline for naï ve listeners' tone categorization. There is a small possibility that the participants' tone discrimination can improve after the pre-test without any tone training. We used four monosyllables /sa/, /fa/, /ma/ and /na/ recorded by a male native English speaker as training stimuli. The vowel duration of the tokens was normalized to be 300ms. Each monosyllable had 4 tokens. In total, there were 16 monosyllable tokens without lexical tones.
Experiment 2-Resynthesized stimuli training
Experiment 2 aimed to test the effectiveness of resynthesized stimuli on training lexical tone categorization and examine whether it can shift cue-weighting towards pitch direction in the context of incidental learning.
The stimuli consisted of four Mandarin lexical tones. The tones' pitch direction was quantified as (pitch offset-pitch onset)/duration whereas the pitch height was quantified as the f0 value averaged across 11 time normalized pitch values using Yi Xu's TimeNormalize Praat script [16] . A male native Chinese speaker who had a middle-range fundamental frequency recorded the four lexical tones on a monosyllable 'yu' /y/ (a high front rounded vowel) in citation form. We selected three tokens of each lexical tone with a slight pitch direction difference. We made sure the tokens of each tone had no overlap with tokens of any other tones on the pitch direction dimension. We then used PSOLA in Praat to shift the pitch tracks of each lexical tone so that six different pitch heights of each lexical tone were derived. Therefore, each lexical tone had 18 tokens (3 pitch directions x 6 pitch heights). We superimposed the different pitch tracks on a single 'yu' token to resynthesize the four tones so that all acoustic cues were controlled except tones. The duration of the vowel was normalized to 300ms. The amplitude was normalized too.
Five native speakers of Mandarin Chinese listened to the resynthesized tone stimuli and did a tone labeling task. All tone tokens were correctly identified by native Chinese speakers. The T3 that we used for the training was a low dipping tone. Following [11] , we simplified the tone direction calculation of T3 by subtracting the pitch offset from the pitch onset divided by the vowel duration. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the 18 exemplars for each lexical tone in the pitch height and direction space. As pitch height is correlated to the identification of speaker's gender, we made the range of the pitch height of the resynthesized tone stimuli within the pitch range of the male voice. In this way, we can tease apart the effect of talker variability and variance manipulation on shifting cue-weighting in tone perception. All resynthesized stimuli sounded like male voice. Figures 3 & 4 . Distribution of resynthesized and multi-talker exemplars of four lexical tones in the pitch height and direction space.
Experiment 3-Multi-talker stimuli training
Experiment 3 aimed to test the effectiveness of multi-talker training stimuli on tone categorization and cue-weighting in the context of incidental learning.
Nine native speakers of Mandarin Chinese (5 males and 4 females) recorded their pronunciation of the four lexical tones. Each person produced each lexical tone twice. Therefore, each lexical tone had 18 exemplars. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the multi-talker exemplars of the four lexical tones in the pitch height and direction space. Similar to the resynthesized training tokens, the multi-talker tokens had larger variance on pitch height than that on pitch direction but certain tones had overlap in the space. The amplitude and duration of the tone tokens were normalized.
Tasks
A word/tone identification task was used after the video-game training for the two training conditions. The stimuli used in the identification task was the same syllable 'yu' with four lexical tones. It included both training and new stimuli. The new talker stimuli were used to test whether word identification generalizes to new talkers. For the non-native control group, the test stimuli were the same four syllables with monotones used in the video game.
A speeded AX discrimination task was used as the pretest and posttest for all experiments (Native Chinese speakers in the native control condition only participated in the pretest AX discrimination tasks). The reaction time recorded in the speeded AX discrimination task was used to calculate the cue-weighting of pitch height and pitch direction using INDSCAL, a multidimensional scaling method [17] .
Results

Tone identification result
As shown in Fig. 5 , both the resynthesized and multi-talker training groups reached identification accuracy rate well above the chance level for the identification of the four lexical tones used in the training. The result suggests that the naï ve listeners successfully associated the lexical tones to the animals in the video game after the video game play. Therefore, it suggests native English speakers can learn lexical tones incidentally. We conducted a 2x4x2 factorial ANOVA (within-subject: Blockold stimuli vs. new stimuli; Tone-4 lexical tones; betweensubject: Training-resynthesized vs. multi-talker training), using a transformed tone identification accuracy rate arcsin as DV. The result showed a significant main effect of Block (old talker: 80% vs. new talker: 67%, F(1,17)=6.5, p<.05), a main effect of Tone (T1: 76%, T2: 75%, T3: 74%, T4: 65%, F(1,17)=5.5, p<.05) and a significant Tone x Training interaction (F(2,17)=7.15, p<.01). The main effect of Tone suggested the identification performance varied depending on the tones. The main effect of Block suggests that the overall tone identification accuracy rate for the new talker stimuli was significantly lower than that for the old talker stimuli. In the old talker stimuli identification, the multi-talker training had higher accuracy rates than the resynthesized training for T3 and T4 whereas the resynthesized training had higher accuracy rates for T1 and T2. In the new talker stimuli identification, multi-talker training had much higher accuracy rates for T3 and T4. It also had a higher accuracy rate for T2, but on a smaller scale. Making generalization is a crucial criterion of successfully learning new speech categories. The result suggests that multitalker training is more robust in terms of training tone categorization especially for T3 and T4 as their identification can be better generalized to new test stimuli. The better generalization of tone identification by the multitalker training group could possibly come from its naturalistic variability in contrast to the synthetic one as in the resynthesized training condition or its talker variability whereas the resynthesized training lacks as it only had male voice. To address this question, we split the data into male and female test stimuli datasets and conducted two 4x2 factorial ANOVA (within-subject: Tone-4 lexical tones; between-subject: Training-resynthesized vs. multi-talker training) for the male and female test stimuli respectively. For the male test stimuli, there was a significant Tone by Training interaction (F(3,68)=3.1, p<.05). Shown as in Fig. 6 , for the male voice tone identification, the multi-talker training group had higher accuracy rate than the resynthesized training group in identifying T2, T3 and T4 but the reverse happened in T1 identification. For the female test stimuli, there was also a significant Tone by Training interaction (F(3,68)=3.0, p<.05). As shown in Fig. 6 , the resynthesized training group had higher accuracy rates whereas the multi-talker training group performed better for T3 and T4, especially T3. 
Cue-weighting result
The INDSCAL analysis generated two-dimensional configurations that reflected the perceptual distance among the four lexical tones for each group. First, we replicated the results of previous cross-linguistic studies (e.g., [2] , [11] ) on cueweighting for tone perception. Fig. 7 shows the group configuration of native Chinese speakers' cue-weighting on the two dimensions. On Dimension 1 (Dim 1), T2 and T4 were judged to be the most distant whereas on Dimension 2 (Dim 2), T1 and T3 were judged to be the most distant. As T2 being a rising tone and T4 being a falling tone, Dim 1 can be interpreted as pitch direction; as T1 being a high level tone and T3 being a low dipping tone, Dim 2 can be interpreted as pitch height. Since the native control group did not play the video game, there was no posttest cue-weighting result. For native English speakers' cue-weightings in the pretest, the left panels in Fig. 8,  9 and 10 show an opposite pattern where T1 and T3 were judged to be the most distant on Dim 1 whereas T2 and T4 the most distant on Dim 2. Therefore, Dim 1 was interpreted as pitch height while Dim 2 was interpreted as pitch direction. In INDSCAL, Dim 1 carries more weight. Therefore, Dim 1 is the primary acoustic cue whereas Dim 2 is the secondary cue. After four days of incidental learning of lexical tones, in the posttests, the perceptual distance between T2 and T4 increased on Dim 1 among the resynthesized and multi-talker training groups but not in the non-native control group. The perceptual distance between T1 and T3 increased on Dim 2 among the resynthesized and multi-talker training groups but not in the non-native control group. The increased distance between T2 and T4 on Dim 1 means that the variance on Dim 1 was accounted for more by the pitch direction difference between T2 and T4. The increased distance between T1 and T3 on Dim 2 means that the variance on Dim 2 was accounted for more by the pitch height difference between T1 and T3. As the overall variance was primarily accounted for by Dim 1 and secondarily by Dim 2, these results suggest that cue-weighting has been shifted towards pitch direction in both resynthesized and multitalker training groups.
The individual cue-weightings were also calculated. We conducted a 2x3 repeated measures ANOVA (within-subject: Test (pretest vs. posttest); between-subject: Experiments, using cue-weighting values on Dim 1 (pitch height) and Dim 2 (pitch direction) as DV). In terms of cue-weights on Dim 1 (pitch height), the result showed a main effect of Test (F(1,27)=6.28, p<.05) and a significant Test by Training interaction (F(2,27)=1.77, p<.05). Only the multi-talker training group had a significant cue-weighting decrease on the pitch height dimension (F(1,27)=7.1, p<.05) whereas the resynthesized training group and the non-native control group did not have a cue-weighting decrease on the pitch height dimension. In terms of cue-weights on Dim 2 (pitch direction), the result showed a main effect of Test (F(1,27)=5.7, p<.05) and a significant Test by Training interaction (F(2,27)=2.82, p<.05). Both the resynthesized training and multi-talker training groups had a significant cue-weighting increase on the pitch direction dimension (resynthesized training group: F(1,27)=1.44, p<.05; multi-talker training group: F(1,27)=5.28, p<.05) whereas the non-native control group did not have a cue-weighting increase on pitch direction.
Discussion
This study first showed lexical tone learning can happen incidentally by playing a video game. The learning outcome, the tone identification result suggests that the multi-talker training is still more robust in the incidental learning in terms of making generalization to new talker stimuli. Although overall the multi-talker training group performed better than the resynthesized training group, the tone identification accuracy rate is tone specific. The multi-talker training had much higher accuracy rate for T3 and T4. Such result suggests an interaction between the input and the acoustics of L2 sound categories that affect the ultimate sound categorization [19] . In terms of the cue-weighting result, both the naturalistic and resynthesized variance on the pitch height and direction lead to cue-weighting shifted towards the pitch direction as it had smaller variance relative to the pitch height. The result suggests the variance manipulation approach [8] can be applied to train cueweighting for speech sound categories as well, lexical tones in this case. The multi-talker training also reduced the cueweighting on pitch height. Based on the speech normalization model proposed by [20] , we argue that the pitch height in the multi-talker stimuli that was correlated with gender identity made learners decrease their dependence on pitch height for tone categorization; rather, they learned to use it as a nonlinguistic acoustic cue for gender identification. The more native-like cue-weighting, especially in the multi-talker training group, also helps the participants achieve a better tone identification in new test stimuli.
